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Oasi is the renaturalisation of a transformed area caused by the latent industry. It allows to approach the river 
through a strategy of topographic movements in relation to the flooding and the plantation of different layers of 
native autochthonous species of vegetation. The riverside forest becomes a rich ecosystem in which appears a 
natural space in the middle of a strongly constructed atmosphere. Providing new uses and functions in the public 
space that guarantee urban resilience and the ecological connectivity of the territory, Oasi becomes a natural system 
that has the capacity to rediscover the original spirit of fluvial dynamics and last in time.

In the context of an emerging culture that rediscovers the river, is renewed the perception and relation of the society
with a leisure space and re-encounter with a recreation of the nature. The proposal presents the vocation to strength
and dignify the identity of a place that has forgotten its own roots.

Oasi is a transformation of the built environment. Oasi is a way of understanding the territory.

Oasi resets the landscape.
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Written statement, short description of the project in English, no more than 250 words

The intervention in the old riverpark of Sallent, starts with a real assignment from the town hall that proposes the 
rearrangement of the riversides and fluvial space of the Llobregat River. The site placed between the Torre del Gas 
( Gas tower) and the Fàbrica Vella (Old factory), heritage of the industrial past, is a terrain that has been gained to 
the river due to the accumulation of sediments generated by the existing water lock.
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Original condition of 
fluvial space with riverbank 

woodland characteristics

With the industrial revolution, 
the water lock construction 

suppose the critical change of  
the river flow

1   ORIGINAL SITE

2   TOPOGRAPHY
The topographic movement is 
a water strategy in relation to 
the flooding, which connects 
the main paths  allowing ac-
cess to the pond and two di-
rect contacts with the river.

3   VEGETATION
The plantation strategy place 
trees and bushes according to 
the humidity level. The design 
generates a promenade that 
consist in a contrast between 
light and shadow with the 
autochthone species of the 
riverside forest, generating di-
fferent landscape scenes.

4   BIOENGINEERING
The landscape construction 
provides the reinforcing of the 
most exposed embankments 
and protections to the longitu-
dinal erosion.

river flooding

In a slight flood, the water 
would partially inundate the 
site, protecting the urban 
area.

Contextualising the maximum 
studied flooding (500 years 
period), the natural are would 
be completely inundated, ex-
cluding the paths that already 
contains and redirects the 
flowing of the river.

Once the water level decrea-
se, the pond contains tempo-
rally the water. Then it drains 
to the terrain, generating a 
humid atmosphere suitable 
for the settlement of a river-
side forest.  

Oasi is the renaturalisation of a transformed area caused by the latent industry. It allows to approach the river 
through a strategy of topographic movements in relation to the flooding and the plantation of different layers of 
native autochthonous species of vegetation. The riverside forest becomes a rich ecosystem in which appears a natu-
ral space in the middle of a strongly constructed atmosphere. Providing new uses and functions in the public space 
that guarantee urban resilience and the ecological connectivity of the territory, Oasi becomes a natural system 
that has the capacity to rediscover the original spirit of fluvial dynamics and last in time.
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This variation provides sediments 
in the riversides. This action 

produces a meander

Nowadays this terrain that has 
been gained to the river is a 

urban void in the town 

riverbank woodland piece

riverbank woodland piece

agricultural activity

salt mountain (minery waste)

industrial warehouse

torre del gas

fàbrica vella

“LA CORBATERA”

water lock
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1 Fraxinus angustifolia

2 Populus alba

3 Alnus glutinosa

4 Ulmus minor

5 Fraxinus excelsior

6 Corylus avellana

7 Salix purpurea

8 Viburnum tinus

9 Genista scorpius

10 Juncus effusus

11 Salix eleagnos

12 Cornus sanguinea

13 Atriplex halimus

14 Phragmites australis

15 Salix sp.

16 Elymus pungens

17 Medicago sativa

18 Lolium rigidum

19 Melilotus officinalis

19 Melilotus officinalis

20 Cynodon dactylon

21 Onobrychis icifolia
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TECHNICAL EROSION CONTROL

BIOENGINEERING

1  heavy rocks containing the gravel

2  riverside contention with logs  

3  log simple structure  

4 branches coverage  

5  logs coverage  
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